
Breeding Doe Class 01 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Red 1 3 Lillimay Guilliam 2327
   A tall fronted, long bodied doe, who is flexible on the move and level in her lines. If I were to 

change her, I'd like to make her wider built at the ground and see her with a shot more spring of 
rib.

Breeding Doe Class 02 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Champion Breeding Doe Blue 1 20 Tucker Guilliam 2331
   A very maternal and feminine made kind of doe. She is neat chested, round ribbed, and productive 

in her look, yet is still relatively smooth in her pattern. Ideally, I'd like for her to be stouter 
featured, and leveler out of her hip.

Breeding Doe Class 03 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Reserve Champion Breeding Doe Red 1 19 Tucker Guilliam 2336
   She's long and extended, and gives you a solid look from the profile in terms of being clean 

chested and smooth about her shoulder. I wish that she was wider chested, and had more 
curvature to the center portion of her rib.

Breeding Doe Class 04 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Red 1 4 Lillimay Guilliam 2172
   A wide chested doe, who has some shape back into her pinset and down through her lower leg. 
However, she's a bit flat in her rib, and I'd like to change to the construction to her hip and hind 

leg.

Breeding Ewe Class 01 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Grand Champion Breeding Sheep & 
Champion Breeding Ewe

Blue 1 11 Devon Phillips 84
   A very attractive ewe, who comes equipped with some intriguing pieces. She's neat chested, stout 
featured, and smooth in her pattern, but also very genuine in terms of being round ribbed, and 

having some muscle. 

Reserve Grand Champion Breeding Sheep 
& Reserve Champion Breeding Ewe

Blue 2 71 Cassidy Robertson 110
   A big bodied, wide built female, who is certainly productive in her look. I'd like to freshen her up in 
her conditioning though, as she's a bit deep about her chest, and structurally speaking, I wish she 

was more comfortable in the way she utilizes her hind leg.

Red 3 79 Rebecca Newell 5
    A very youthful ewe who is pretty neat about her front end. She's long bodied, and has some 

shape from behind. However, she's also slightly flat in her rib shape and a bit green in her 
appearance as of today.

Breeding Ram Class 01 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Champion Breeding Ram Blue 1 83 Erma Newell 1
   A wide chested and shapely ram, who is pretty powerful when viewed from behind. He's more than 

acceptable when it comes to skeletal quality, and he gives you a solid look when braced. I'd like for 
him to be rounder in his ribshape and a bit more dimensional at the topside of his skeleton.

Breeding Gilt Class 01 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Champion Breeding Gilt Blue 1 10 Lillimay Guilliam 154
   A stout featured and shapely gilt, whose opened up in her skeleton. Unfortunately, I wish that 

she was softer centered and more maternal.

Reserve Champion Breeding Gilt Red 2 21 Tucker Guilliam 156
   A very shapely and expressive gilt. However, she's a bit tight in her skeleton and could use some 

more body.
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Breeding Heifer Class 01 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Red 1 5 Lillimay Guilliam G308
   A well balanced heifer, who has some spring to her rib and is also stout featured. However, she 

gets a bit coarse and straight about her shoulder, and I'd like to smoothen her up over her 
tailhead. 

Breeding Heifer Class 02 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Champion Breeding Heifer Blue 1 53 Hayden Hanon 47VVK7107

   A very bold sprung and big hipped female, who when standing still is sharp fronted and 
attractive from the profile. I appreciate her being moderate in size as well. Structurally, she 

could be a bit more flexible out of her hip and hind leg, but she is certainly more than acceptable 
in that regard. 

Reserve Champion Breeding Heifer Blue 2 51 Jayven Badilla Notched
   A neat and feminine fronted heifer, who is level in her lines and maternal in the sweep to her rib. 

She is nicely balanced, but I'd like to see her with a shot more spring of rib and have more 
dimension from behind. 

Breeding Heifer Class 03 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Red 1 63 Hadley DalMolin Nugget 2020
   A very youthful and green heifer, who is without a doubt, flexible while on the move. She is pretty 

proportionate in terms of balance, but as of today, she's just slightly too flat ribbed and narrow 
in her construction.

Dairy Cow Class 01 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Champion Dairy Cow Red 1 2 Lillimay Guilliam 196
   A big bodied female, who is flexible on her feet and legs. I wish that she was just a bit bigger 

hipped and was more level in her topline. 

Dairy Goat Class 01 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Champion Dairy Goat Blue 1 8 Lillimay Guilliam 1012     A tall fronted, long bodied female, who is square in her build.

Reserve Champion Dairy Goat Blue 2 22 Tucker Guilliam 1014
   A maternal, and big bodied female whose functional in her type and kind. I wish that she was 

stouter featured, and unfortunately she's also pretty steep out of her hip.

Feeder Hog Class 01 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Red 1 62 Dylan Fodera 86
   A big chested, bold bladed hog who has a lot of shape at the topside of her skeleton is powerful 

in her hip and ham.

Red 2 87 Reagan Powell 130
   A nice designed hog, who is pliable in his center body, and sound on his feet and legs. He's just 

not quite as impressive in his shape up high or from behind. 

Feeder Lamb Class 01 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Red 1 75 Remington Newell 95
   A heavy muscled lamb, who works a lot of shape over his rack and loin, while also being 

dimensional in his lower leg. 
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Feeder Steer Class 01 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Red 1 48 Hayden Hanon 2252
   A stout featured, bold sprung steer who views with some shape over his top and back out 

through his hip. 

Red 2 91 katie seeley 95
   A deep bodied, sound footed steer who balances up pretty well from the profile. I wish he had 

more spring of rib and was stouter out of his hip.

Market Goat Class 01 
Gila County Bred and Fed

Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Champion Gila County Bred and Fed 
Market Goat

Blue 1 39 Izabell Badilla 10    The shapeliest, and most expressive goat, who is neat fronted and squarely built. 

Reserve Champion Gila County Bred and 
Fed Market Goat

Blue 2 40 Diego Zaragoza 7
   A wide chested, round ribbed goat who is dimensional throughout. She's a bit plainer in her 

shape, and not as attractive from the profile. 

Red 3 54 Kaitlyn Attaway 5
   A neat fronted, and structurally sound goat who balances fairly well. However, he's the 

lightest muscled and flattest made of the three.

Market Goat Class 02 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Blue 1 82 Lexi Lee 1001
   A very nicely built goat, who is tall fronted, stout featured, and square in her build. She's got 

some width of skeleton and is pretty round in her rib, I just wish that she was a bit stouter out of 
her hip.

Red 2 6 Lillimay Guilliam 2171
   The black headed goat is a bit shapelier when you study her over her top and through her hip and 
lower leg, however, she gets straighter through her shoulder, and isn't quite as attractive from 

the profile. 

Market Goat Class 03 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Grand Champion Market Goat Blue 1 31 Isabella Pickard 315
   A really nicely designed wether, who is attractive about his front end assembly and has some 
shape up high and from behind. Ideally, I'd like to see him handle his hind leg with more stability 

while on the move.

Blue 2 34 Ellen Steele 70
   A solid wether all around in terms of having some width, being shapely, and balancing up well 
while braced. Unfortunately, he's just a bit coarse about his shoulder and steep out of his hip. 

Market Goat Class 04 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Reserve Grand Champion Market Goat Blue 1 29 Kailey Quintana 71
   A real big bodied, practical kind of wether who studies with some shape out of his pinset and 

around his lower leg. However, from the side I'd like for him to hook up better behind his 
shoulder, and be squarer out of his hip. 
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Market Lamb Class 01 
Gila County Bred and Fed

Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Reserve Champion Gila County Bred and 
Fed Market Lamb

Blue 1 86 Adriana Riley 85
   The nicest designed and smoothest patterned lamb, who still has some shape up high and from 

behind. 

Red 2 81 Erma Newell 3
   A pretty heavy muscled lamb, whose wide based and round in his rib shape. He could be a bit  more 

expressive, and I'd like to change the construction to his hip and hind leg. 

Red 3 78 Rebecca Newell 6
    A tall fronted, long bodied lamb, who is a bit more expressive in his shape. However, he's also the 

frailest featured, and flattest made in class.

Market Lamb Class 02
Gila County Bred and Fed

Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Blue 1 72 Jayde Day 81    A heavy muscled lamb who is opened up in his skeleton, and round in his rib shape.

Red 2 73 Robert Day 83
   A big bodied lamb, whose pretty practical in his type and kind. Unfortunately, he's a bit plainer in 

his shape, and not as attractive from the side. 

Market Lamb Class 03
Gila County Bred and Fed

Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Reserve Grand Champion Market Lamb & 
Champion Gila County Bred and Fed 

Market Lamb
Blue 1 69 Cassidy Robertson 93

   A smooth patterned, attractively built lamb, whose dynamic in the sweep to his rib. He studies with 
a lot of shape up high, and is much more dimensional from behind. I'd like to alter how he travels 

off of his hip and hind leg.

Blue 2 88 DEVON Phillips 82
   A really solid lamb in terms of being correct in his build and having some shape. I wish he was 

stouter featured, and smoother about his shoulder. 

Market Lamb Class 04 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Grand Champion Market Lamb Blue 1 16
Alexis 

Monsees/Springer
118

   A high quality lamb who does a nice job of blending together both a nice look and some genuine 
width and muscularity. He's extremely impressive out of his hip and stifle, and yet he still maintains 

his structural integrity while on the move. 

Market Lamb Class 05 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Blue 1 55 Mia Wagner 220
   A solid ewe, who is big bodied, practical, and dimensional throughout. I wish she was a bit trimmer 

and more expressive. 

Red 2 60 Talia Zamora 317
   A well balanced ewe, who is level in her lines and neat about her front end. Unfortunately, she's 

a bit flatter out of her hip and narrower in her construction. 

Market Lamb Class 06 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Red 1 59 Jodee Fodera 315    A tall fronted, long bodied ewe, who is squarer in her build and more expressive in her shape.

Red 2 61 Sissi Escorza 316
   A big bodied, practical wether whose good in terms of rib shape. However, I wish he was a bit more 

shapely, and was squared up on his hind legs.

Market Lamb Results



Market Lamb Class 07 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Blue 1 38 Charlotte Cooper 543
   A shapely and expressive lamb, who is still attractive from the side and correct in terms of 

skeletal quality. 

Blue 2 17 Krisanna Attaway 117
   A round ribbed lamb who is wide in his build and very practical in his type and kind. However, he's a 

bit plainer in his shape and shorter and steeper out of his hip.

Red 3 13
Kaycee-lynn 
Westbrook

2001
   A very heavy muscled wether who is expressive over his top and the most dimensional when viewed 

from behind. Unfortunately, build is where I'd really like to change him, because he's tighter 
spined, straighter shouldered, and incorrect in the set to his hock. 

Market Steer Class 01 
Gila County Bred and Fed

Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Reserve Champion Gila County Bred and 
Fed Market Steer

Blue 1 98 Audra Burgett 13
   A deep bodied steer, who is sound on his feet and legs and balances up from the side. I'd like to 

see him be stouter featured, and a bit more dimensional over his top. 

Market Steer Class 02
Gila County Bred and Fed

Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Champion Gila County Bred and Fed 
Market Steer

Blue 1 65 Hadley DalMolin 2019
   A bold sprung, heavy muscled steer who is market ready in his appearance. I wish he was longer 

and leveler in his hip.

Red 2 84 Colter DalMolin 7    A big bodied and practical steer. He's a bit narrower made and not as shapely.

Red 3 99 Seth Durbin 31
   A long bodied steer who is sound on his feet and legs. However, I wish he was wider built and more 

dimensional throughout.

Market Steer Class 03
Gila County Bred and Fed

Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Blue 1 42 Garrett Wagner 11
   A big bodied, market ready looking steer who is sound footed and practical in his type and kind. 

He could use a bit more shape.

Red 2 14 Makena Dzera 1
   A tall and long bodied steer who is pretty well balanced. I wish he was bolder sprung and bigger 

hipped.

Market Steer Class 04 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Blue 1 18 Tucker Guilliam 326
   The nicest balanced and most attractive profiling steer, who is sharp fronted, and structurally 

correct, while still having enough muscle. 

Blue 2 24 Gabrielle Rubalcava 18
   The boldest sprung, softest flanked steer, who looks to be the most correctly finished. 

However, he's a bit plainer in his shape, and deeper in his chest. 

Red 3 25 Gary Perkins 442
   A big topped, thick ended steer whose very dimensional throughout. Unfortunately, he's 

coarser about his shoulder and cuts up in his flank.

Red 4 36 Tabitha Owens 129
   A tall, nice balanced steer whose really long bodied. I wish he was bolder sprung and stouter 

from behind. 

Red 5 15 Devon Springer 3
   A very sound footed steer who is long bodied and extended. He needs to view with more shape 

over his top and from behind. 

Market Steer Results



Market Steer Class 05 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Reserve Grand Champion Market Steer Blue 1 26 Jared Badilla 16    A well balanced, big bodied steer, who is dimensional up high, and has some shape from behind. 

Blue 2 58 Kyra Wagner 17    A shapely and expressive steer whose pretty good in terms of depth and spring of rib. 

Red 3 28 Kinsey Speer 8
   A long bodied steer who is stout in his pinset and dimensional in his lower quarter. I wish that he 

was deeper bodied and softer flanked.

Red 4 85 Jaykob Armenta 12
   A deep bodied, easy feeding kind of steer who comes with a bit of shape up high. I'd like to change 

how he travels off of his hind leg.

Red 5 45 Hailey Guerrero 1905
    A deep bodied, practical type of steer who looks correctly finished. He needs to be bigger 

topped and stouter out of his hip. 

Market Steer Class 06 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Blue 1 95 Cali Jo Dalton 90
   A neat fronted, and well balanced steer who is structurally correct. He's big and square in his 

pinset, and carries that added dimension down into his lower quarter. 

Market Steer Class 07 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Grand Champion Market Steer Blue 1 49 Jayven Badilla 10    The nicest balanced, and most attractive steer who is still big topped and stout out of his hip. 

Blue 2 96 Laura Dalton 5
   A very heavy muscled steer, who is bold sprung and big hipped, but still balances up well from 

the profile.

Blue 3 56
Anthony "AJ" Schaible 

Jr
274

   A big bodied, practical kind of steer who looks pretty correct in his degree of finish. He's also 
pretty sound, but I would like to see him be a bit more shapely and expressive. 

Red 4 77 Nevaeh Guerrero 1903
   A tall and long bodied steer who certainly has some shape over his top and some dimension from 

behind. I wish he was deeper bodied and had more finish. 

Red 5 35 Brenna Sexton 9
   A solid steer in terms of having some body and shape, and having a market ready look. However, 
he gets pretty straight through his shoulder, and struggles off of his hind leg structurally. 

Red 6 92 Christopher White 131
   A big bodied, soft flanked steer who has an easy feeding look about him. Unfortunately, I think 

he's a bit over finished and I'd like to see him be shapelier. 



Market Swine Class 01 
Gila County Bred and Fed

Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Champion Gila County Bred and Fed 
Market Swine

Blue 1 37 Braden Wager 105
   A big chested, bold bladed barrow who is very shapely from behind. I wish he was a bit stouter 

featured, and was more stable in the way he drives off of his hind leg. 

Market Swine Class 02 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Grand Champion Market Swine Blue 1 32 Isabella Pickard 792    A really nice designed barrow, who is fresh, shapely, and soft centered. 

Blue 2 1 Lillimay Guilliam 196
    A shapely, big topped barrow, whose really powerful out of his hip. However, he swivels out of 

his rear skeleton,  and isn't quite as pliable in his center body. 

Blue 3 12 Jacob Phillips 299
   A big bodied and practical hog, who is wide built and has a lot of dimension from his blade back to 
his hip. Unfortunately, he's frailer featured and not as attractively built up though the front end 

of his skeleton. 

Red 4 27 John Goldman 119
   A really expressive and shapely hog, whose tall  fronted and extended past his blade. Structure 

is where I'd like to later him. The tight structured barrow is straight off of both ends.

Red 5 70 Clayton Fitzhugh 118
   Another big chested, wide built barrow who is big backed and stout hipped. He needs to be laid 

back in the angle of his blade, and drive with more stability off of his hip and hind leg. 

Red 6 90 Westyn Wilson 313
   A solid barrow in terms of having some shape and being structurally correct. I just wish he was 

softer centered and had a bit more finish. 

Red 7 46 Nea Mancha 482
   A tall fronted, long bodied hog, who is pretty sound on his feet and legs. I'd like to see him be 

wider and more muscular throughout. 

Red 8 57 Esmae Fodera 87
   A big bodied, practical kind of hog whose also pretty sound. He needs to be built wider at the 

ground and be more descript in his shape. 

Market Swine Class 03 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Blue 1 100 Tyler Egbert 120
   A wide constructed, big bodied hog, who has a lot of dimension at the topside of his skeleton and 

is powerful out of his hip. 

Blue 2 89 MaKenna Ward 122
   A sound footed, soft centered barrow whose pretty attractive in terms of design. I'd like to make 

him stouter from the ground up.

Red 3 43 Tessa Roberts 1180
   A tall fronted, heavy structured barrow whose got some shape and expressiveness. I wish that 

he was softer centered and more practical in his appearance. 

Red 4 44 Allie Roberts 1190
   A really wide and powerfully constructed barrow, who struggles a bit structurally. He's 

straight bladed,  and needs to be more secure in the way he utilizes his hip and hind leg.

Red 5 94 Morgan Alexander 483
   Another tall and long bodied barrow whose pretty lean and expressive. I'd like for him to be 

wider built and have more muscle throughout. 

Market Swine Results



Market Swine Class 04 Ribbon Placing
VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Reserve Grand Champion Market Swine Blue 1 66 Maggie Whaley 306
   The biggest chested, boldest bladed barrow, who is soft centered, stout featured, and plenty 

shapely.

Blue 2 47 Ramon Guerrero 77
   A neat fronted, attractively designed barrow whose got some shape from behind. I'd like for him 

to be looser structured and more correct in the set to his hind leg. 

Blue 3 93 Andrew Brown 481
   A sound footed, big bodied barrow who is practical in his type and kind. He's big backed and stout 

hipped, but not as attractively designed. 

Blue 4 9 Levi Robison 203
   A solid barrow in terms of having some shape,  and width, while still remaining structurally 

correct. I wish he was softer centered and more attractive about the front end of his skeleton. 

Red 5 41 Izabell Badilla 141
   A big bodied and easy feeding kind of hog, whose pretty dimensional throughout. I think he's just 

a bit heavier finished than I prefer and I'd like for him to be more descript in his shape. 

Red 6 50 Pricilla Falquez 156
   Another wide constructed and heavy muscled hog whose pretty shapely and expressive. He gets 

a little too straight up through his blade and needs to be more comfortable on the drive. 

Red 7 67 Emmy Whaley 305
   A soft centered, and easy feeding hog whose got some shape from behind. He really struggles 

off of his front end, and needs to be more structurally correct. 

Red 8 33 Avery Gillum 194    Video was very short and unfortunately didn't show off the animal very well. 

Prospect Steer Class 01 
Ribbon Placing

VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Red 1 64 Hadley DalMolin Classic 2020
   A sound footed, long bodied steer, whose got some shape from behind. I wish that he was deeper 

bodied and cleaner about his front end. 

Prospect Swine Class 01 
Ribbon Placing

VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name
Ear Tag 
Number

Reasons

Blue 1 30 Kinsey Speer 117
   A loose structured, nicely designed barrow, whose attractive from the side while still having 

some width and muscularity. 

Prospect Swine Results
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